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Abstract
The psychological mechanisms that subserve inductions about novel social categories in
childhood are hotly debated. Moreover, it is unclear whether the relative impact of the
mechanisms changes with development. The present study sheds light on the development of
similarity inferences, by testing (via an online experiment) the effects of labels and statistical
evidence on European 4- to 6-year-olds (N = 88) and 7- to 9-year-olds’ (N = 92) predictions
about novel social categories. Children learned about the activities of novel social categories
and were asked to predict the activity of category members. The way category members were
introduced was manipulated across conditions: with simple labels (“There is a new Krollen”),
with statistical evidence of regularity (observing a majority of unlabeled members doing the
same activity), with labels combined with statistical evidence, or without label and without
statistical evidence. From around 7-9 years, children made similarity inferences based on
simple category labels or on their observation of a majority of unlabeled category members
engaged in the same activity. Four- to 6-year-old children, however, made category-based
inductions only when both labels and statistical evidence were combined. These results may
reflect a shift from an early limited tendency to make similarity inferences to a later
propensity to infer similarity from simple cues. Overall, the present study highlights
developmental changes in the impact of different psychological mechanisms on how children
learn about social categories. Implications for the development of stereotyping are also
discussed.
Keywords: social categories; category-based induction; similarity inference; statistical
learning; labels
Public Significance Statement
This study assessed two conditions under which children infer that social category members
share the same properties. It highlights important developmental changes: from preschool
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years, language play a crucial role in how children learn about social categories, and from
early school years, children also predict that category members will be similar from their
observation of regular behaviors.
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Developmental Changes in Category-Based Inductions: The Effects of Labels and
Statistical Evidence on Children’s Inferences About Novel Social Categories.

Young children, like adults, can predict the characteristics of others based on their
social category membership. For example, if playing the piano is a known feature of social
category A, then x, as a member of category A, is likely to also play the piano. This kind of
prediction is the result of inductive inferences by which children expect that members of the
same social category share similar properties (Heyman & Gelman, 2000a, 2000b; Rhodes &
Baron, 2019; Shutts & Kalish, 2021). Similarity inferences can be about a category member’s
traits, activities, behaviors, physical attributes, or preferences (Liberman et al., 2017; Over &
McCall, 2018). Importantly, attributing properties to social category members is a key process
in the formation of stereotypes: As one learns to associate some properties to a social category
(e.g., women are caring, men are good at math), one constructs a set of expectancies about the
members of this social category. This set of expectancies about social categories corresponds
to stereotypes, which are shared to a greater or lesser extent among people from the same
community (Klein & Bernard, 2015). Therefore, a better understanding of the processes
involved in similarity inferences can provide key insights on the origin of stereotypes. The
present study aimed at shedding light on the development of similarity inferences, by testing
the effects of labels and statistical evidence on preschool- and school-aged children’s
predictions about novel social categories.
Language has been shown to play an important role in how children learn about social
categories. Labels for instance are considered as powerful markers of social categories
(Rhodes & Baron, 2019), and thus have a privileged effect on children’s learning about social
categories. For example, studies found that, already from 19 months, infants form social
categories based on arbitrary labels (Diesendruck & Deblinger-Tangi, 2014; Rhodes et al.,
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2018). Specifically, these studies provided labels upon presenting individuals (e.g., “Look a
Tiroli”, “This is a Zarpie”), before asking infants to point at people belonging to the same
social category. These prior studies thus showed that infants could identify members of the
same social category based on labels. But would children infer that people having the same
label also have the same properties, namely, would children make similarity inference on the
simple fact that people are referred to by the same label? Past works yielded contrasting
findings. Whereas some studies showed that school-aged children did not expect labeled
category members to share preferences (Kalish, 2012; Soley, 2019), other studies found that
preschool- and school-aged children did generalize properties based on the label used to refer
to a person (Diesendruck & Eldror, 2011; Jordan & Dunham, 2021; Moty & Rhodes, 2021;
Riggs et al., 2014b). These contradictory results should be interpreted in light of an important
difference, namely the use of generic versus specific language to describe social categories.
When labels are used in combination with generic language (e.g., “Zarpies eat this
kind of flowers”), children start to make category-based inductions that go beyond simply
identifying category membership. For instance, an important line of research showed that
generic language in combination with labels led children to generalize a property to other
category members (Foster-Hanson et al., 2019; Gelman & Heyman, 1999; Jordan & Dunham,
2021), to infer the properties of an unmentioned opposite social category (Kramer et al., 2021;
Moty & Rhodes, 2021), and to develop essentialist beliefs about social categories (for e.g.,
Leshin et al., 2021; Rhodes et al., 2012). This is because generic language constitutes a
particular form of language. On the one hand, using a label entails that the so-labeled people
are part of the same meaningful and unarbitrary category. On the other hand, generic
statements convey information about the category as a whole (Foster-Hanson et al., 2019;
Riggs et al., 2014b). Therefore, when children hear generic statements about labeled social
categories (e.g., “Zarpies eat flowers”), they are prone to infer that the speaker intended to
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provide meaningful and relevant information that applies to all members of a specific kind of
people (Foster-Hanson et al., 2019).
In contrast, specific language combined with labels (e.g., “This Zarpie eats flowers”)
restrains children from generalizing a property to other category members (Hoicka et al.,
2021; Kalish, 2012; Moty & Rhodes, 2021). Importantly, specific descriptions include the
demonstrative this, which points to a specific referent (Gundel et al., 1988) and carries the
presupposition of “informational uniqueness” (Roberts, 2002, p. 116). Drawing from this
perspective, if information about a new person is provided with the demonstrative this,
children are more likely to interpret that the information uniquely applies to that specific
person. Therefore, the way information is communicated, i.e., with generic or specific
language, mediates whether children make similarity inferences. However, it is not clear from
past research whether children would make similarity inferences when provided with labels
only, without generic or specific language. In the current study, we address this theoretical
question by assessing whether children make similarity inferences from simply observing the
activities of labeled individuals.
Another theoretical perspective proposes that children generalize properties to social
category members after being exposed repetitively to category members and their properties
(for e.g., Bigler & Liben, 2006; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Riggs, 2019). This perspective draws
on models of learning, proposing that children are “sophisticated pattern-detectors” (Gopnik,
2012; Riggs, 2019, p. 67), who first detect regularities in their environment, and subsequently
use those regularities to make inferences (Bigler & Liben, 2006; Oakes et al., 2009; Park &
Hastie, 1987; Paulus et al., 2011; Sherman et al., 2013). That is, children would detect
correlations between some properties and category members and then, with accumulated
experience, predict that social agents share the same properties because of their category
membership. While the development of statistical learning has been a central topic in
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developmental science (e.g., Ruffman et al., 2012; Saffran & Kirkham, 2018), it is only
recently that studies started to address the possibility that children make category-based
inductions from observed regularities. For example, Riggs (2019) tested whether children
make inferences about social category members based on statistical evidence. In this study, 4to 8-years-old children were introduced to four members of a novel social category and one
member from another social category (e.g., four people were described as coming “from a
country called Binisha”, whereas one person came from “a country called Kalon”). Children
then observed four people from the same country displaying the same behavior, whereas the
fifth individual, coming from another country, displayed a different behavior. Both older and
younger children predicted that a new individual (e.g., coming from Binisha) would engage in
the same behavior as the people coming from the same country. Children were thus able to
predict the behavior of a novel individual based on the frequency of the behavior (in this case,
four demonstrations of the behavior by people from the same country).
Similarly, Hoicka et al. (2021) tested how differing frequencies, presented visually or
expressed in language, would lead children to generalize a behavior to social category
members. In their first experiment, 5-6-years-old children learned about the behaviors of
novel social category members, presented with generic language (“Zarpies love to eat
flowers”), specific language (“This Zarpie loves to eat flowers”) and proportion quantifiers,
such as “most”, “many” or “some” (“most / many / some Zarpies love to eat flowers”).
Children predicted that category members would display the same behavior when they heard
generic language or high proportion quantifiers, namely “most” and “many”. This suggests
that children inferred properties’ frequency from linguistic cues. On the one hand, children
understood that generic language implied that the property applied to every member of the
social category, and in a similar way that, “most” and “many” implied that the property
applied to a majority of category members. On the other hand, children did not generalize a
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property presented with specific language or “some”, suggesting that they understood these
linguistic cues as implying a low frequency. Interestingly, when information was conveyed
only visually, by showing three members of a social category displaying the same behavior,
children did not make category-based inductions. Importantly, in this latter experiment,
Hoicka et al. (2021) only presented three demonstrations of the behavior, whereas the
linguistic cues implied a higher frequency, involving numerous instances. In fact, both Hoicka
et al.'s (2021) and Riggs' (2019) studies presented visually only three-four instances of the
regularity, that was demonstrated by 100% of the category members (e.g., showing three or
four category members all demonstrating the same property). This leaves open the question of
whether children need to see all category members displaying the same property, or if seeing
a majority of people is sufficient for them to make similarity inferences.
In addition, although theoretical accounts proposed that children attend to regularities
in their environment to learn about social categories, this possibility has very rarely been
addressed in experimental research without linguistic cues to the social category. In fact, the
few studies that examined whether children could draw inferences from regularities employed
language to identify social categories. For example, in Riggs’ (2019) study, each time
children learned about a category member, the country from which the member came was
uttered. Similarly, Hoicka et al. (2021) always employed the category label upon presenting
the activity of category members. As a consequence, it is not clear whether children would
make similarity inferences based on observed regularity without verbal reference to the social
category.
The above-mentioned theories are also conditioned by some important developmental
factors. Prior research showed that preschoolers are more likely to generalize properties to
category members than school-aged children (Kalish, 2012; Lawson & Kalish, 2006; Riggs et
al., 2014b; Sherman et al., 2013). For instance, around 4-6 years, children tend to generalize
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properties that are presented as regularities (Riggs & Long, 2020) and infer norms from
observing regular behaviors (S. O. Roberts, Gelman, et al., 2017; S. O. Roberts, Ho, et al.,
2017). As such, when observing multiple category members doing the same activity,
preschoolers may be most inclined to generalize from one category member to another.
Prior research also revealed that both preschool- and school-aged children make
category-based inductions when they are exposed to generic descriptions of labeled categories
(e.g., “Zarpies eat flowers”) but not when they hear specific descriptions (e.g., “This Zarpie
eats flowers”) (Baron et al., 2014; Hoicka et al., 2021; Moty & Rhodes, 2021; S. O. Roberts,
Ho, et al., 2017). Unfortunately, these previous studies tested the contrasting effects of
specific versus generic language on children’s category inferences. Therefore, it is not clear
whether preschool- and school-aged children would make similarity inferences without the
frequency implied by generic language. One developmental perspective proposes that, with
increasing linguistic competence, children become more sensitive to mere verbal cues used to
refer to social categories, such as labels (Over & McCall, 2018). Therefore, school-aged
children, but not preschoolers, may expect that category members share the same properties
on the basis of labels only, without cues of high frequency conveyed by generic language.
Overall, there is evidence that from preschool years, children readily generalize properties
to category members when a sense of high frequency is conveyed, be it from statistical
evidence (observing regular behaviors) or from linguistic cues (hearing generic language) (see
for e.g., Moty & Rhodes, 2021; Riggs & Long, 2020; S. O. Roberts, Ho, et al., 2017).
However, it is currently unknown whether children generalize properties to only members of
the same social category or if they have a tendency to over-generalize the properties to any
individuals, regardless of their social category. Important developmental shifts are observed
between preschool and school years as children start to experience school settings and peer
interactions. Some researchers argue that during this period, children start to appreciate and
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become more attuned to individual differences and social categories (Kalish, 2012; Kalish &
Lawson, 2008; Riggs & Long, 2020; S. O. Roberts, Gelman, et al., 2017; S. O. Roberts, Ho,
et al., 2017). As such, preschoolers may in fact over-generalize properties to any individual,
independently from their social category. In contrast, school-aged children, who have become
more sophisticated in their social categorization, may generalize properties consistently to
only members of the same social category.
The Current Study
The current research investigated whether preschoolers (4-6 years old) and schoolaged (7-9 years old) children infer that category members share the same properties, based on
labels, frequencies, or a combination of both. By doing so, we investigated two psychological
mechanisms underlying children’s similarity inferences, namely simple linguistic input
(labels) and statistical evidence (frequencies). In addition, the current study examined
possible developmental differences in how these mechanisms affect children’s similarity
inferences.
The tasks employed in the present study were inspired by typical category-based
induction tasks (Diesendruck & Weiss, 2015; Gelman & Markman, 1986). Children first
learned about novel social categories and their properties, and then predicted which of the
properties the test exemplars would display. Because we wanted to test properties that were
neither particularly subjective such as preferences (Doan et al., 2021), nor particularly
generalizable, such as cultural knowledge or morphological features (Riggs et al., 2014b;
Soley, 2019), we decided to use activities (e.g., making objects, playing games).
In order to assess the effect of labels exclusively, we avoided generic and specific
statements because, as previously discussed, they constitute particular forms of language, that
mediate whether children make similarity inferences or not. In this way, the current study
aimed at filling the theoretical gap of whether the mere use of labels (without generic or
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specific language) could lead children to infer that similarly labeled people do the same
activity. Moreover, the few studies exploring whether children make category-based
inductions from statistical evidence employed language to identify social categories and
presented regular behaviors, that were demonstrated by 100% of the category members (i.e.,
all category members engaged in the same activities) (Hoicka et al., 2021; Riggs, 2019). In
the present study, we thus avoided any verbal reference to the social category and increased
the number of category members presented, while assessing whether children would make
category-based inductions if they saw only a majority of members – six out of eight – doing
the same activity.
We decided to use novel social categories for which children had no previous
knowledge. This choice was also motivated by the fact that novel social categories are not tied
to cultural settings and, therefore, can reveal general processes that can subsequently be tested
in different cultures (Baron et al., 2014). Children then learned about the activities of those
novel social categories. The way information was presented varied across four conditions that
specifically manipulated linguistic input and statistical evidence: (a) label (a category member
was introduced with a label but without specific or generic statement), (b) frequency (eight
category members were introduced one at a time without label, six of which engaged in the
same activity), (c) interaction (combination of the label and frequency conditions: eight
category members were introduced with a label), and (d) control (one category member was
introduced without label).
To understand the developmental course of similarity inferences in childhood, we tested
preschoolers (4- to 6-year-olds) and school-aged children (7- to 9-year-olds). As specified in
our pre-registration (https://osf.io/gnbyp/?view_only=3c50cb343b474bcfb1380969769ffad8),
we expected that children’s prediction scores – for both age groups – would be the lowest in
the control condition, and the highest in the interaction condition, where both linguistic input
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and statistical evidence were provided. The label condition tested the hypothesis that mere
linguistic markers of social category, i.e., category labels, could be sufficient for school-aged
children to make similarity inferences, but not for preschoolers. We thus expected to find an
age group difference in this condition, with 7-9-year-olds having higher prediction scores than
4-6-year-olds. The frequency condition addressed the second theoretical perspective,
postulating that preschoolers may be more inclined to make similarity inferences from their
observation of regular behaviors than school-aged children. Accordingly, we expected that
prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds children would be higher than those of 7-9-year-olds in the
frequency condition. In addition, we explored whether children, depending on their age group
and the experimental condition, over-generalized their predictions to members of another
category, and not consistently to members of the same social category.
Methods
Participants
A total of 192 German-speaking children (53.6% female), between 4 and 9 years
participated in the study (92 4-6-year-olds and 100 7-9-year-olds). Families were asked to
indicate age and gender of their child. Direct question relating to race and ethnicity were not
used because these types of questions are very sensitive and unusual in Germany. Due to the
Covid-19 restrictions, participants were tested online through video conference and with a
Qualtrics (Provo, UT) survey. To take part in the study, families needed an internet
connection and a computer/tablet to run the experiments. Only children who spoke fluently
German were selected to participate in the experiments. Children were recruited from the city
of [blinded for review] and its surroundings, on the basis of a lab database of interested
families and of a list of families’ addresses provided by the city. Families were contacted by
e-mail or postal mail. Children’s parents gave written consent at the beginning of the study
and children orally assented to participate in the study. The study was approved by the
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institutional ethics committee and complies with American Psychological Association ethical
standards. Children received a certificate and a coloring book to thank them for their
participation.
Sample size was calculated a priori based on an analysis of variance for a mixed
within-between-subjects design (see pre-registration,
https://osf.io/gnbyp/?view_only=3c50cb343b474bcfb1380969769ffad8). Effect size
assumptions were based on a pilot study conducted with 19 children, as well as on other
studies that employed similar experimental designs (e.g., Riggs et al., 2014a; S. O. Roberts,
Ho, et al., 2017; Shilo et al., 2021). The observed standard deviation in these studies varied
between .50 and 1.50. The observed standard deviation in our pilot study was similar (1.22).
Sample size calculation was thus conducted by setting the standard deviation to 1.00, with an
effect size difference of .80, a type I error of .05 and a power of .80. This analysis led to a
sample size estimation of 192 children. No additional participant was recruited once the
predetermined sample size was reached.
As specified in the pre-registration, we excluded data from participants who either failed
to complete the study (n = 6), whose responses were influenced by parents or siblings (n = 2),
or who did not provide a correct answer to the “belonging check” question (n = 4). The final
sample size resulted in 180 children1. Children were divided into two age groups: 4- to 6year-olds (n = 88, 53.4% female, age mean = 5.49, range = 4 years 0 month to 6 years 11
months) and 7- to 9-year-olds (n = 92, 56.5% female, age mean = 8.50, range = 7 years 0
month to 9 years 11 months). The label condition included 59 children (4-6 years: n = 29, age
mean = 5.42; 7-9 years: n = 30, age mean = 8.42), the frequency condition included 59
children (4-6 years: n = 29, age mean = 5.46; 7-9 years: n = 30, age mean = 8.53), and the

1

A post hoc analysis of power with the current sample size revealed that a power of .77 was achieved with the
final sample of 180 subjects.
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interaction condition included 62 children (4-6 years: n = 30, age mean = 5.57; 7-9 years: n =
32, age mean = 8.55).
Material and Procedure
Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of short cartoon movies and were created with Microsoft
PowerPoint. The cartoon illustrations were modified versions of the stimuli used by Moty &
Rhodes (2021). A pre-recorded narrator guided children through the different tasks. In each
task, children learned about novel categories of people distinguished by the country they came
from, the language they spoke and the types of hats they wore. Characters within each
category were different with respect to their gender, ethnicity, morphology, and clothing style
(see Figure 1). All study materials are available online at
https://osf.io/567rw/?view_only=43065d42d2f947a79673b7ea58be3a24.
Procedure
Upon starting the experiments, families were provided with guidelines on how to set
the computer/tablet and instructions regarding parents’ role during the study (e.g., parents
could intervene in case of technical issues, but not interfere with their child’s answers). An
experimenter was present through videoconference during the entire duration of the study in
order to control for parents/siblings’ interferences and in order to provide support when
needed. Before starting the experiment, the experimenter made sure that parents and children
had understood the procedure and answered any additional questions. The study lasted
approximately 30 minutes.
Warm-up Task. Children first completed a warm-up task to familiarize them with the
procedure. The warm-up task started with a female narrator, introducing children to a special
and distant town, where different categories of people live. Children were informed that they
would learn about the activities of the people living in the town, and were directly presented
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with an example (e.g., “This person picks this kind of flowers”). Then a new character from
the town was displayed, and children were asked to choose which type of flower, out of three
choices, this new individual would pick. All children passed the warm-up task.
Introduction Phase. Children learned about two categories of people that were
distinct with respect to the country they came from, the language they spoke and the types of
hats they wore (see Figure 1 for a summary of the protocol). For the label and interaction
conditions, a category label was uttered twice to differentiate category members (e.g., “The
Krollen come from a desertic country. The Krollen wear green hats and speak this language,
listen!”). Hats’ colors (red, blue, green, or orange), spoken languages (a semblance of
Chinese, Russian, Creole or Italian), the country’s specificities (with a lot of beaches, forests,
deserts, or mountains), the position on screen (left or right), and if applicable, the label
(“Trielen” or “Krollen”) associated to each social category were fully counterbalanced.
Country of origin and language were used only in the “introduction phase” to emphasize the
categories’ distinctions (see Figure 1, vignette 2). Hat colors, and if applicable category
labels, were used during the remaining of the task to mark the two social categories.
Two “belonging check” questions assessed whether children correctly learned to
distinguish the two social categories. Specifically, children were asked to link two new
individuals to their corresponding category (see Figure 1, vignette 3). Children providing an
incorrect answer were excluded from the study (n = 4).
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Figure 1. Protocol for the introduction, learning and test phases.
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Learning Phase. Children learned about the activities performed by the members of
one of the two social categories (see Figure 1, vignettes 5 and 6). There were four trials, each
of which presenting one activity type. The four activity types were games (puzzles, dominos,
or board games), food (peas, broccolis, or green beans), transport (scooter, roller-skates, or
skateboards), and manufactured objects (pots, bowls, or baskets). We chose to use activities
because they are neither considered as too subjective (such as preferences) nor as too
generalizable (such as morphological properties or cultural knowledge) (Doan et al., 2021;
Riggs et al., 2014b; Soley, 2019). The way information was presented during the “learning
phase” varied across conditions. All children first completed the control condition before
being randomly assigned to one of the test conditions, i.e., label, frequency, or interaction
condition.
Control Condition. At the beginning of each trial, the narrator informed children
about which characters they were going to learn (e.g., “Now we are going to learn about these
people [animation was played on the green hats group]). The two social categories
disappeared, and a new category member, visually marked by the color of his or her hat (e.g.,
green hat), appeared on the screen. Children were then told that they would learn about the
activity of this new person (e.g., “There is a new person [the category member appears on
screen]. Now we’ll find out what she/he does [the activity’s picture, e.g., a basket, pops up
next to the category member]”). The category member and the picture of his or her activity
then moved to the top left corner of the screen to serve as a memory cue during the “test
phase”. The narrator explicitly informed children about this memory cue (e.g., “I move the
picture on top to remind you what she/he does”) before moving to the “test phase”.
Label Condition. This condition is the same as the control condition except that the
categories were introduced with a label (e.g., “There is a new Krollen [the member appears
on screen]. Now we’ll find out what she/he does [the activity’s picture, e.g., a basket, pops up
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next to the Krollen]”). In order to assess the effect of labels exclusively, we avoided specific
and generic statements because, as discussed in the Introduction, these forms of language
have been shown to affect significantly children’s similarity inferences (for e.g., Baron et al.,
2014; Moty & Rhodes, 2021; S. O. Roberts, Ho, et al., 2017). Again, a memory cue was
provided before moving to the “test phase”.
Frequency Condition. Children learned about the activities of eight category
members, one at a time (e.g., “There is a new person [the category member appears on
screen]. Now we’ll find out what she/he does [the activity’s picture pops up]” repeated for the
eight members). To address the research question of whether children make similarity
inferences after observing only a majority of category members, we presented six category
members with the same activity (e.g., six members made baskets) and two members having
different activities (e.g., one person made pots, and one person made bowls). The presentation
order of each activity was randomized. A memory cue was provided for each category
member, resulting in 8 memory cues displayed on the top left of the screen (see Figure 1,
vignette 6b).
Interaction Condition. This condition is the same as the frequency condition except
that the categories and each member were introduced with a label (e.g., “There is a new
Krollen [the member appears on screen]. Now we’ll find out what she/he does [the activity’s
picture pops up]” repeated for eight category members). In this way, we assessed whether
verbal reference to the social category is necessary for children to make similarity inference.
Test Phase. Immediately after each trial of the “learning phase”, the narrator invited
children to predict the activities of a member from the same social category, and the activity
of a member from the other social category (see Figure 1, vignettes 7a and 7b). In the label
and interaction conditions, category membership was marked by hat colors and labels (e.g.,
“Look, there is a new Krollen/Trielen! What do you think, what kind of object does she/he
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make?”), whereas in the control and frequency conditions, category membership was only
visually marked by hat colors (e.g., “Look, there is a new person! What do you think, what
kind of object does she/he make?”). Thus, children made predictions about an individual
belonging to the same social category as the one presented in the “learning phase”, as well as
about an individual belonging to the other category (presented in the “introduction phase”).
The order of the questions was counter-balanced. The predictions about the same category
members enabled us to determine if children inferred that individuals would engage in the
same activities based on category membership. The predictions about the other category
members enabled us to assess if children over-generalize the activity to members of another
category, (and not consistently to only members of the same social category). Children could
select only one of the 3 possible answers for each type of activity (e.g., “pots”, “bowls”, or
“baskets” for the type of made objects).
Measures and Coding
Each condition consisted in four trials, corresponding to the predictions about the four
activities (games, food, transport, and object making). Children were assigned to the control
condition and then, randomly to one of the test conditions, resulting in a total of 8 trials. For
each trial, children made two category-based inductions: one about a member of the same
category, and one about a member of the other category.
A prediction score was computed for each participant. Predictions were scored as 1 for a
consistent response, and as 0 for an inconsistent response. A consistent response consisted in
predicting the same property as the one presented in the “learning phase”. For example, after
seeing six out of eight Krollen making baskets, participants obtained 1 point if they predicted
that a new Krollen would also make baskets, but received no point if they predicted that the
new Krollen would make pots or bowls. Overall, participants could obtain a maximum score
of 4 points per condition.
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Transparency and Openness
The study design, sampling and analysis plans were pre-registered before data
collection at https://osf.io/gnbyp/?view_only=3c50cb343b474bcfb1380969769ffad8. We
report how we determined the sample size, data exclusions, all manipulations, and all
measures in the study. The materials and data have been made publicly available and can be
accessed at https://osf.io/567rw/?view_only=43065d42d2f947a79673b7ea58be3a24. The data
were analyzed with IBM SPSS Statistics, version 25. The figures were created using RStudio,
version 2022.2.2.485 (RStudio Team) and the package ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016).
Results
Difference Between the Control Condition and the Test Conditions
The control condition represents baseline prediction scores, as children could have
used only visual cues (hat colors) to predict the properties of new category members.
Comparing prediction scores in the control condition to absolute chance (1.333) revealed that
participants’ prediction scores in the control condition were not above chance, t(179) = 2.656, p = .996, d = -.19. To analyze if there is a difference between the control condition and
the test conditions, i.e., that the experimental manipulation (label, frequency, and interaction
conditions) had an effect on participants’ similarity inferences, we conducted three dependent
t-tests on prediction scores, applying a Holm-Bonferroni correction (see pre-registration,
https://osf.io/gnbyp/?view_only=3c50cb343b474bcfb1380969769ffad8). Predictions scores
were significantly higher in the test conditions compared to the control condition (see Table
1).
Table 1. Prediction scores in the control condition compared to each test condition.
Condition
Control – Label
Control – Frequency
Control – Interaction

M (SD) control
1.08 (1.29)
1.14 (1.17)
1.10 (1.00)

M (SD) test
1.63 (1.35)
1.71 (1.29)
2.00 (1.37)

DF
58
58
61

t
4.37
3.30
4.46

p
<.001*
.002*
<.001*

d
.57
.31
.36
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Table 1. Statistics paired t-tests comparing each test condition with control condition.
* p-value < adjusted p-value with Holm-Bonferroni correction (rank 1: adjusted p-value =
.017; rank 2: adjusted p-value = .025; rank 3: adjusted p-value = .05).
Predictions For the Same Social Category Member
We analyzed whether age groups and test conditions would impact children’s
category-based inductions. That is, we assessed whether children would attribute more often
the same activities to members of the same social category depending on their age group and
the test condition. As planned in the pre-registration
(https://osf.io/gnbyp/?view_only=3c50cb343b474bcfb1380969769ffad8), we performed a 2
(age groups: 4-6, 7-9 years old) x 3 (test conditions: label, frequency, interaction) factorial
ANOVA with prediction scores for the same category member as dependent variable. The
factorial ANOVA revealed a main effect of age groups, F(1, 174) = 6.89, p = .009, ηp2 = .04.
There was however no main effect of the test conditions (label, frequency, and interaction),
F(2, 174) = 1.38, p = .253, ηp2 = .02, or interaction effect between age group and test
conditions, F(2, 174) = 1.28, p = .280, ηp2 = .02.
As predefined in our pre-registration, we check age group differences for each test
condition, separately. We thus ran independent t-tests for each condition, comparing
prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds with those of 7-9-year-olds (see Figure 2). Because 3
independent t-tests were run, we again applied a Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple
hypotheses testing (see pre-registration,
https://osf.io/gnbyp/?view_only=3c50cb343b474bcfb1380969769ffad8). The resulting
adjusted p-values are .017, .025 and .050 for each rank respectively.
For the label condition, we expected that prediction scores of 7-9-year-olds would be
higher than prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds. The t-test confirmed this hypothesis: 7-9-yearolds achieved higher prediction scores (M = 2.07, SD = 1.46) than 4-6-year-olds (M = 1.17,
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SD = 1.07), t(57) = -2.67, p = .010 (< adjusted p = .017), d = -.70. When comparing younger
and older children’s predictions against chance, we found that younger children did not
perform above chance (t(28) = -.81, p = .787, d = -.15), whereas older children did (t(29) =
2.75, p = .005, d = .50) (see Figure 2).
For the frequency condition, we expected that prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds
would be higher than prediction scores of 7-9-year-olds. The independent t-test however
revealed no significant difference between the prediction scores of the 4-6-year-ols (M = 1.45,
SD = 1.02) and the 7-9-year-olds (M = 1.97, SD = 1.47), t(57) = -1.57, p = .123 (> adjusted p
= .025), d = -.41. Again younger children’s predictions were not above chance level (t(28) =
.61, p = .275, d = .11), but prediction scores of older children were significantly above chance
(t(29) = 2.35, p = .013, d = .43) (see Figure 2).
For the interaction condition, we expected that prediction scores would be similar
between the two age groups. Prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds (M = 1.93, SD = 1.34) and of
7-9-year-olds (M = 2.06, SD = 1.41) were in fact similar to each other, yielding no significant
difference, t(60) = -0.37, p = .713 (> adjusted p = .05), d = -.09. Predictions scores of both age
groups were above chance (younger group: t(29) = 2.46, p = .010, d = .45; older group: t(31)
= 2.92, p = .003, d = .52) (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Prediction scores per conditions and age groups.
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Figure 2. Mean prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds and 7-9-year-olds in the control (very light
gray), label (yellow/light gray), frequency (green/gray), and interaction (blue/dark gray)
conditions, with datapoints displayed. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. The
red dashed line corresponds to absolute chance level (i.e., prediction scores of 1.33).
Do Children Over-Generalize their Predictions to Members of Another Social
Category?
To explore whether children over-generalized their predictions to members of another
category, we performed a mixed 2 (age groups: 4-6 years, 7-9 years) x 3 (test conditions:
label, frequency, interaction) x 2 (category: same, other) ANOVA with prediction scores as
dependent variable. The ANOVA revealed a main effect of category, F(1, 174) = 28.29, p <
.001, ηp2 = .14, with prediction scores that were higher for the same (M = 1.78; SD = 1.33)
than for the other category member (M = 1.15; SD = 1.08). There was an interaction effect
between age group and category, F(1, 174) = 8.54, p = .004, ηp2 = .05, which was the only
other effect to achieve significance (all other ps > .127).
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We conducted post-hoc analyses to further explore the difference between younger
and older children’s predictions for the same and other category members. Because there was
no effect of condition, we collapsed prediction scores across test conditions. Post-hoc
analyses revealed that 7-9-year-olds predicted consistently that only members of the same
social category would share the same properties. Their prediction scores for the same social
category member were significantly higher than for the other social category member, t(91) =
5.44, p < .001, d = .57. Moreover, when comparing 7-9-year-olds’ prediction scores against
chance, we found that predictions for the other category member were below chance level,
t(91) = -2.46, p = .992, d = -.26, whereas predictions for the same category member were
above chance, t(91) = 4.68, p < .001, d = .49 (see Figure 3).
For 4-6-year-olds, we found no significant difference between their predictions for the
same and the other social category member, t(87) = 1.91, p = .060, d = .20. Their predictions
for the member of the same and other social category were both at chance level (same: t(87) =
1.50, p = .137, d = .16; other: t(87) = -0.80, p = .427, d = -.08) (see Figure 3).
Figure 3. Prediction scores for the same and the other category members per age groups.

Figure 3. Mean prediction scores of 4-6-year-olds and 7-9-year-olds obtained for the same
(yellow/light gray) and the other (blue/dark gray) category members, with datapoints
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displayed. Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. The red dashed line corresponds
to absolute chance level (i.e., prediction scores of 1.33).
Discussion
The current research investigated the psychological mechanisms that subserve
category-based inductions about novel social categories in childhood. It took a developmental
perspective by comparing preschool- (4-6 years) and school-aged (7-9 years) children’s
similarity inferences about social category members. More concretely, we assessed whether
children predicted that an individual would engage in the same activity as its fellow-category
members after being exposed to (a) mere linguistic markers of social category, i.e., one
category member referred to by a simple label, (b) statistical evidence of regularity, i.e.,
observing a majority of (unlabeled) category members doing the same activity, (c) linguistic
markers and statistical evidence, i.e., observing a majority of labeled category members doing
the same activity, and (d) a control condition without linguistic marker or statistical evidence,
i.e., a single category member introduced without label.
The results showed that, when provided with a label only, i.e., assessing mere
linguistic reference to the social category without generic or specific language, 7-9-year-olds,
but not 4-6-year-olds, made similarity inferences. Specifically, 4-6-year-olds did not only
make less similarity inferences than 7-9-year-olds, but their performance was also at chance
level. However, when provided with additional input, i.e., observing a majority of labeled
category members engaging in the same activity, young children performed as well as older
children. We also assessed whether children would make similarity inferences from observing
a majority of unlabeled category members doing the same activity, i.e., assessing statistical
evidence without verbal reference to the social category. Although prediction scores between
the two age groups were not significantly different, there was nonetheless an interesting
discrepancy between 4-6-year-olds and 7-9-year-olds: While younger children’s predictions
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were below chance level, older children performed above chance. Together these findings
provide novel insights on the psychological mechanisms underlying category-based
inductions. From 7-9 years, children made similarity inferences based on simple category
labels or on their observation of a majority (75%) of category members engaged in the same
activity. Children of 4-6 years, however, made similarity inferences only when both statistical
evidence and category labels were combined.
The present study supports and extends the theoretical perspective that language, and
in particular category labels, plays an important role in how children learn about social
categories. Previous research mostly tested the contrasting effects of labels combined with
specific (e.g., “This Zarpie eats flowers”) versus generic language (e.g., “Zarpies eat
flowers”) on children’s category-based inductions (Baron et al., 2014; Hoicka et al., 2021;
Moty & Rhodes, 2021; S. O. Roberts, Ho, et al., 2017). The present study employed labels
only, and revealed that, 7-9-year-olds, but not 4-6-year-olds, inferred the activities of category
members from simply observing one labeled individual doing a specific activity. This finding
relates to the proposition that children become sensitive to mere verbal cues to social
categories as they develop increased linguistic competence (Over & McCall, 2018). The
present study thus supports this developmental perspective, by showing that, from 7-9 years
old, children expected category members to engage in the same activities on the basis of
simple labels.
One important implication of the present study is that statistical evidence alone –
without linguistic marker of social category – might not suffice for preschoolers to make
similarity inferences. Previous research provided evidence that preschoolers tend to readily
make category-based inductions from observing the property of a single category member
(e.g., Kalish, 2012; Lawson & Kalish, 2006; Riggs et al., 2014b). However, this line of
research systematically employed verbal reference to the social category member. The present
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study thus provides novel insights on the role of labels and statistical evidence in children’s
category inferences. On the one hand, 7-9-year-olds, but not 4-6-year-olds, make similarity
inference from observing a majority of unlabeled category members engaging in the same
activity. On the other hand, and similar to previous research (e.g., Hoicka et al., 2021; Moty
& Rhodes, 2021; Riggs, 2019), preschoolers make similarity inferences only when labels in
combination with high frequency cues are used to introduce category members.
In addition, our study provides some clarifications regarding the extent to which
children make similarity inferences. To our knowledge, previous studies did not assess
whether children generalize properties to only members of the same social category or if they
tend to over-generalize the properties to any individuals, regardless of their social category.
The present study’s results demonstrate that 7-9-year-olds made similarity inferences
according to category membership, predicting that only members of the same social category
would engage in the same activity; their predictions for the members of another social
category were at chance level. Predictions of younger children, however, were at chance
level. That is, 4-6-year-olds were not likely to expect category members to engage in the same
activities, nor did they over-generalize their predictions to other social categories. This
finding suggests a developmental shift between preschool and school years. As children
become more sophisticated in their social categorization, they start to generalize properties
consistently to members of the same social category.
This capacity to make similarity inferences about social categories has cognitive
advantages, reducing the complexity of the social world and allowing children to predict and
explain category members’ features and behaviors (Baron, 2009; Rhodes, 2013; Rhodes &
Baron, 2019), but it also sets the ground for the development of stereotypes and intergroup
bias (Bigler & Liben, 2006; Rhodes & Baron, 2019; Tajfel, 1970). Crucially, the process of
stereotyping consists of associating a social category with specific properties (Dovidio, 1999).
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If those properties are viewed as negative, then stereotypes take on an affective aspect and
become source of negative attitudes toward the social category (Allport, 1954). The present
study suggests that early school years might be a critical period in which children start to
develop a propensity to make category-based inductions from simple cues. As such, it seems
particularly important to monitor which information children receive about social categories
during this period to possibly reduce some stereotyping effect.
Before concluding, two limitations to the current research should be mentioned. First,
the present study lacks a better appreciation of the amount of statistical evidence at which
children start to make similarity inferences. Because the study was conducted online, we had
to limit the duration of the experiment to keep children motivated, and therefore the number
of observations had to be restricted to eight category members. We have to leave it to future
research to test varying frequencies, such as 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90%, and increase the
number of observed instances (e.g., presenting 10, 15, 20 category members) to determine if
there is a threshold from which children start to make similarity inferences based on statistical
evidence. Second, the data derived from a sample of European children, and therefore prevent
us from drawing conclusions about children’s similarity inferences across human populations.
Future cross-cultural research, including underrepresented populations, would provide a better
and more nuanced understanding of how children learn about social groups.
In conclusion, a critical implication for these findings is that around 7-9 years old,
(WEIRD) children start to make similarity inferences about category members from minimal
linguistic markers or mere observations. While past research showed that generic language in
combination with labels led preschoolers to predict that category members share the same
properties (e.g., Hoicka et al., 2021; Jordan & Dunham, 2021; Leshin et al., 2021; Moty &
Rhodes, 2021; Rhodes et al., 2012), the present study sheds light on other inputs that lead
children to make similarity inferences. More broadly, the present study’s results suggest that
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from 7-9 years, children readily pick up information about social categories, and infer that
new individuals, belonging to the same category, will be similar. The present study suggests
that this tendency to rapidly make similarity inferences develops during the early school years
and may constitute the ground from which children acquire stereotypes.
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